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ABSTRACT

 The research entitled “Approach of Judicial Cooperation in Extradition Process 

between Thailand and Republic of Korea” aims to find about whether the rule-of-law 

implementation is done by exploring, verifying and comparing the principles as well as methods 

which are related with criminal international cooperation underneath the treaty of international 

extradition process between Thailand and Republic of Korea. Furthermore, it also aims to analyze 

the methods of developing cooperation on international extradition process between Thailand and 

Republic of Korea through the present and past operation. The researcher has collected data from 

related secondary sources, thus, a technique of document analysis is primarily used in this 

research.

 From the research findings, Thailand and Republic of Korea have been signing the 

treaty of extradition process which could be called one of a legislative cooperation process. 

Criminal suppression by extraditing criminals where the crimes occurred is the cooperation to 

preserve judicial system. By that, it is also an objective of global community by taking a law into 

action accomplishedly. However, the criminal extradition between these two nations is sensitive 

and legal problem found, which a significant exception is always. It is obvious that its 

consequences are from the differences on the criteria and the way of implementation.

 This research designedly illustrates and analyzes a case study of criminal extradition 

between Thailand and Republic of Korea. The study shows that the Korean criminal has been 



fleeing into Thailand. Then, the Korean government has requested Thai government to extradite 

criminals back according to the principles and methods of extradition process written on the 

treaty. Generally, the principle has to be in line with the rule of law. Even though it consists of 

good laws, the problem is still occurred in the way of implementation by extraditing criminals 

unhurriedly as a result of Thailand has no due date specified for extradition. By the way, law 

administrative section has rights to take consideration, but it has to be waiting for a justice party 

to legally verify the extradition process, so that, it affects to the sentence lately which might be 

liberty and rights lessen. Thus, it is necessary to solve the problem occurred in terms of specifying 

investigation due date, reducing process or method caused tardiness. Moreover, the international 

law should be revised to result in equality by law, especially Thailand, where the problem usually 

appeared with other countries on the extradition process by the important exceptional such as       

a political guilt, a foreigner extradition, an extraditing request for capital punishment, etc. 

however, each country has differences on concepts, principles and ways of implementation, so 

that, the law and treaty about criminal extradition should be revised and readjusted. By doing so, 

it is for the equality of criterion and implementing ways, as well as, increasing the efficiency to 

protect and suppress international crimes.


